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Abstract:
In this paper, a attempt has been made to summarize segmentation techniques which are useful for separation of tumor region from
brain tumor MRI images. By selecting a proper segmentation technique, it is possible to segment tumor region accurately, which helps
in measuring the area of tumor region from brain tumor MRI image. This is possible by using digital image processing tool. Digital
image processing is useful for CT scan, MRI, and Ultrasound type of medical images. Digital image processing improves the quality
of these medical images using various enhancement techniques. From this enhanced image the radiologist can easily identify infected
region and its location. Digital image processing also able to separate out infected region from MRI or CT scan images easily which
helps radiologist for diagnoses of the disease at earlier stage. It has several advantages over other imaging techniques, providing high
contrast between soft tissues. However, the amount of data is far too much for manual analysis, which has been one of the biggest
obstacles in the effective use of MRI.
I. INTRODUCTION
The theme of this thesis is varied strategies of image
segmentation applied on medical pictures. This can begin by
outlining the essential drawback of segmentation and inspire its
importance in several applications. Fashionable medical imaging
modalities like magnetic resonance imaging and CT scans
generate larger and bigger pictures that cannot be analyzed
manually. This drives the need for additional economical and
sturdy image analysis strategies, tailored to the issues
encountered in medical pictures. The aim and motivation of this
thesis area unit directed towards the matter of segmenting brain
magnetic resonance imaging pictures. Image segmentation is that
the drawback of partitioning a picture into significant regions on
the premise of grey-level, color, texture. This means the
generality of the problem- segmentation may be found in any
image-driven method, e.g. fingerprint/text/face recognition,
trailing of moving people/cars/airplanes, etc. for several
applications, segmentation reduces to finding Associate in
nursing object in a picture. This involves partitioning the image
into 2 categories of regions - either object or background. It’s
merely not possible in apply to manually method all the pictures
(like magnetic resonance imaging and CT scan), owing to the
overwhelming quantity of data it provides. Therefore we have a
tendency to style algorithms that search for bound patterns and
objects of interest and place them to our attention. To Illustrate,
area unit cent standard application is to look and match
illustrious faces in your photograph library that makes it
attainable to mechanically generate photograph collections with
a precise person. a crucial a part of this application is to section
the image
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
SWAPNIL R. TELRANDHE (2016)[1]: In this Technique, we
implemented an automated system for brain tumor detection, the
main functionality of this system is divided in some parts are
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Segmentation, Object Labeling, HOG (Histogram Oriented
Gradient), feature extraction and linear SVM implementation.
For Segmentation we are using K-means algorithm, for Object
Labeling HOG is use, HOG also use to extract texture feature,
shape context feature and color feature. Then we are
implementing the SVM based on this feature we can train the
SVM and further test is on other infected MRI images. The
proposed system is the combinations of some technologies like
k-means for segmentation, HOG for object labeling, median
filter, morphological filter and wavelet transform for the
preprocessing and skull masking. So the result of this all
combination is very faire than the individual of them or the some
other combinations. The linear SVM and HOG are work with
coordination because the HOG extracts the feature and SVM use
that data for learning the SVM, so the SVM will able to make
the patterns and after training in testing it will work for the test
the pattern and gives the conclusion. Here we are dividing the
tumor images in Malignant or Benign classes. Also after
identification the image and the feature of it are added into the
database of the SVM so we can increase the accuracy of the
proposed system.
ASHWINI A. MANDWE (2015) [2]: A tumor is a mass of
tissue that's formed by an accumulation of abnormal cells.
Normally, the cells in your body age, die, and are replaced by
new cells. With cancer and other tumors, something disrupts this
cycle. Tumor cells grow, even though the body does not need
them, and unlike normal old cells, they don't die. As this process
goes on, the tumor continues to grow as more and more cells are
added to the mass. Image processing is an active research area in
which medical image processing is a highly challenging field.
Brain tumor analysis is done by doctors but its grading gives
different conclusions which may vary from one doctor to
another. In this project, it provides a foundation of segmentation
and edge detection, as the first step towards brain tumor grading.
Current segmentation approaches are reviewed with an emphasis
placed on revealing the advantages and disadvantages of these
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methods for medical imaging applications.
ISSUES OF OLD ARTICLES:
Diagnostic imaging is a useful tool in drugs nowadays. The
technologies like resonance imaging (MRI), X-radiation (CT),
and alternative imaging modalities have relieved data of
traditional and pathological anatomy for medical analysis and
area unit an important part in identification and treatment
coming up with [2]. The potential of intelligent knowledge
analysis techniques has up with the increasing quantity of
knowledge on the market digitally. With enhancements in laptop
performance and development of the digital devices
opportunities are created to use multimedia system knowledge,
admire pictures and voice. In existing storage systems, a amount
of {information} that our system is ready to store associated an
index entry is created once information is keep. once users wish
to retrieve some item of data, they use the index to seek out the
specified item. it's tough to seek out one thing accurately and
quickly from among the various complicated things in an
exceedingly information due to the massive index house for the
info being searched.
III. SYSTEM MODEL
FUNDAMENTAL OF SEGMENTATION TECHNIQUE:
Segmentation technique may be divided roughly into the
subsequent categories:
(1) Thresholding approaches,
(2) Region growing approaches,
(3) Classifiers
(4) Bunch2 approaches,
(5) Andrei Markov random field models,
(6) Artificial neural networks,
(7) Deformable models, and
(8) Atlas guided approaches.
Different notable ways conjointly exist. Of the various
approaches expressed above; thresholding, classifier, clustering,

and Andrei Markov random field approaches may be thought of
component classification ways.
MOTIVATION OF SYSTEM MODEL:
The motivation is to plan a much better segmentation technique
for medical pictures love liver, brain, somatic cell for detection
of malignant tissue. Image segmentation has been known
because the key drawback of medical image analysis and
remains a preferred and difficult space of analysis. Image
segmentation is progressively utilized in several clinical and
analysis applications to analyses medical imaging datasets; that
motivated North American nation to gift a snap of dynamically
dynamical field of medical image segmentation.
PIXELS QUALITY AND CLUSTERING:
The shape, volume, and distribution of brain tissue area unit
altered by several neurologic conditions; resonance imaging
(MRI) is that the most popular imaging modality for examining
these conditions. Consistent menstruation of those alterations
may be enforced by victimization image segmentation. Many
investigators have developed ways to modify such quantities by
segmentation. Fuzzy c-means (FCM) cluster is Associate in
Nursing unsupervised technique that has been with success
applied to cluster, feature analysis and classifier styles in fields
adore medical imaging, image segmentation, astronomy, target
recognition, and. There is a unit numerous feature areas during
which a picture will be diagrammatic, and therefore the FCM
formula categorizes the image by combination of comparable
information points within the feature house into clusters. This
cluster is achieved by iteratively minimizing a price operate.
This value operate depends on the space of the pixels to the
cluster centers within the feature domain. The pixels on a picture
area unit extremely related, i.e. the pixels within the immediate
neighborhood possess nearly an equivalent feature information.
Therefore, the abstraction relationship of neighbor pixels is a
vital characteristic that may be of nice facilitate in imaging
segmentation.

IV. MRI PARAMETERS

Figure.1. Parameters Block Diagram of MRI Image.
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CHARACTERISTIC OF MRI (MAGNETIC RESONANCE
IMAGE)
1) MRI is common to used medical field and research for
internal smallest unit of over body
2) The comparison of Tomography and MRI then best approach
to determine otf tumor for MRI technique
3) The working of MRI to create strangest magnetic fields for
center in nuclear magnetization these to achieve radio frequency
to detect the scanner.
4) This is the best approach to find out the tumor
5)All segmentation to apply MRI image
1.9 CONTRIBUTION OF RESEARCH MATERIAL AND
BLOCK DIAGRAM:
In the planned methodology two-level approach is being
adopted. Within the 1st level a classifier is being developed
mistreatment the SOMs. The computer file set that ar the picture
element values ar fed into this classifier. The Kyrgyzstani
monetary unit classifier classifies the computer file set into
varied categories (according to the dimensions of the
Kyrgyzstani monetary unit used). Within the second level of the
approach, the output from the Kyrgyzstani monetary unit
classifier is then mesmeric with the assistance of the image
segmentation strategies. Here, we tend to use each k-means and
fcm because the segmentation strategies at the extent 2 approach.
The output of the varied strategies ar compared and therefore the
methodology giving the simplest results analyzed.

their utility in research applications and are now increasingly in
use for computer aided diagnosis and radiotherapy planning. It is
unlikely that automated image.
VI. CONCLUSION
Following conclusions were drawn from the thesis:

When only SOM is used for the clustering, the output
image is not segmented properly as compared to the Clustering
method or k-means but the edge detection of the images is better
than the latters.

Using fcm algorithm the SOM gives better segmented
image as compared to SOM alone or fcm or k-means in terms of
smooth clusters.
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Figure.2. Block diagram of the proposed method.
V. FUTURE SCOPE
[1] Enhancement of image quality using for medical
research.
Future research in the segmentation of medical images will
strive towards improving the accuracy, precision and
computational speeds of segmentation methods, as well as
reducing the amount of manual interaction. Computational
efficiency will be particularly important in real time processing
applications.
[2] Suitable Methodology to provide avoidance of any image
noise.
Possibly the most important question surrounding the use of
image segmentation is its application in clinical settings.
Computerized segmentation methods have already demonstrated
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